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atmos X Asics Gel Lyte 5 joint paragraph on sale soon 2015-06-13 15:28:58
Japan's leading again this season with Asics shop atmos expand joint cooperation with Gel Lyte 5 election as a blueprint to build a
pair of "Camouflage" The new color, the designers combine with black outsole camouflage lines render large areas of the theme,
Finally, a white midsole and gum outsole color rendering, in contrast to the sense of color, and full-bodied flavor and Japanese
cultural tide filling completely. It is reported that the shoes will soon take the lead in the atmos shops for sale, like a friend might
concern you. 
Nike Doernbecher Freestyle 2015 Charity Children's Hospital this year a new series will be released on October 23, the invitation to
the six small designer for play, although six children suffering from the disease, but it can not hinder They love sneakers and design, I
believe that this also will not let us down, full of innocence and creative ideas, has always been our most favorite elements.
Air Jordan 5Lab3 reflective renderings 2014-03-27 16:49:41
Air Jordan 5Lab3 after exposure to much people's attention, after a long wait we finally will usher in this pair of shoes on sale this
weekend. Air Jordan 5Lab3 most attractive places on the entire shoe can create a reflective effect, such a large area of ??reflective
material at night so that the wearer becomes a starry night in. Air Jordan 5Lab3 Number: 585545-010 Release Date: March 29,
2014 sale price: $ 225 Air Jordan 3LAB5 two color contrast Appreciation 2013-12-09 00:00:06
Recently, foreign shoes website released a set of Air Jordan 3LAB5 two color contrast image, the previous gray-blue color mixed
market reaction after the sale, but not long before Jordan Brand has immediately launched this black and red color, currently
available information, this has no exact color matching, you may wish to refer to, until the release date announcement further
consideration. 
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Nike Kobe 9 Elite limited edition color on sale soon 2014-02-24 21:04:00
Flykni materials used for the Nike Kobe 9 Elite unprecedented lightweight, sturdy, and in color mix also broke the traditional way. To
commemorate the Nike Kobe 9 Elite redefinition of basketball shoes, Nike will be the first sale of two limited color in US time on
January 26, respectively, with a black, white, fluorescent yellow and black, gray, silver reflection of the match, only Local 21 Mercer in
New York and DSM NY two shops for sale, conditional friends to pay close attention. 
Nike Zoom Rookie customized version of Iron Man 3 people appreciate 2013-12-08 23:10:34
famous American comic book heroes theme of the movie "Iron Man 3" will be released in the world, recently we also bring you over a
Nike Lebron "Iron Man" personal customized version 10. This time, sneakers customized team JP Custom Kicks used this as
inspiration to create a pair of Iron Man version of the Nike Zoom Rookie. In addition to the iconic red and yellow color, JP Custom
Kicks the shoe body also added decorative LED bulb, making the shoe more sci-fi color.
[Chinese shoes Network - News] Adidas brand today officially opened the 2014 Brazil World Cup match ball "Samba Glory"
(brazuca) mystery. Unveiled in Rio de Janeiro, Enrique? Lage Park (Parque Lage), held in the spectacular 3D light projection
uncover "Samba glory," the true capacity. "Brazuca" Brazil local slang, means "Brazilian", or to describe the Brazilian way of life.
Color and surface design ribbon symbolizing football Brazilians wishing to wear the traditional multicolored wristbands, and reflects
the vitality and joy of Brazilian football. 
"brazuca" The name dates back to September 2012, which consists of more than one million fans voting online through a public
elected. "Brazuca" Brazil local slang, means "Brazilian", or to describe the Brazilian way of life. Color and surface design ribbon
symbolizing football Brazilians wishing to wear the traditional multicolored wristbands, and reflects the vitality and joy of Brazilian
football. 
"brazuca" used in fetal bladder and ball technology and the "Tango 12" (2012 European Cup official ball), "Cafusa" (2013
Confederations Cup official ball) and official acclaimed European Champions Cup exactly the same ball used in fetal bladder and
ball technology. However, "brazuca" more spherical structure using the latest innovative technology, using the same cross-shaped
spherical six pieces forming a surface structure different from the past, so that soccer has a unique symmetry, the field for the game
to bring better control ball, ball, stability and aerodynamics. "Brazuca" through a variety of tests to meet and exceed FIFA official
match ball with all the indicators to ensure that under any conditions with the best performance. (Chinese shoes Network - the most
authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: shoes famous network global fashion brand network.)
< p >, licensing a bathing ape has always been good at tribute to a wide variety of sneaker brand, "Peter himself to years of
manufacture technique, like to Nike Air Force to learn the bape STA, from Converse All Star of ape sta and so on, often their best
elements of integration, remade the shadow styles with the streets flavor. < br / > to 2012 the winter quarter, a bathing ape and re
launch a inspiration from Adidas originals superstar popular types of skull STA, in side signs sta logo and shoe body local details to
join the brand the most bankable 1st collab Camo patterns, the tongue more signs ape head, respectively, two kinds of different
color, is now login bape store sale, like variation version of the classic shoes friends may wish to take note. 
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